Mark II Roll Core Saver
Excellent return on investment!

Crushed Core Restorer
The Mark II Roll Saver is designed specifically for restoring damaged rolls with fiber cores. Capable of delivering over 4 tons of thrust to the very tip of its cast steel jaws, this rugged roll saver allows you to quickly and easily reopen crushed cores and rolls up to 45" in diameter with 2-3/4" (70 mm) to 3" (76 mm) ID cores.

The Mark II is lightweight and fully portable, measuring 26" long and weighing less than 20 pounds. Best suited for mills and converters, the forged steel jaws provide 10" of penetration, and can be used virtually anywhere, without special training.

Specifications

**Core ID:**
For 2-3/4" (70 mm) to 3" (76 mm)

**Penetration:**
Maximum 10" (250 mm)

**Weight:**
19 lbs (9 kg)

**Hydraulic Pressure:**
9,000 psi (621 bar)

**Expansion:**
Recommended for 45" diameter rolls up to 36" wide

Key Features

- Delivers up to 9,000 psi (621 bar) for restoring crushed cores up to 45" in diameter.
- Specifically designed for 2-3/4" (70 mm) to 3" (76mm) fiber cores – not recommended for steel or steel-tipped cores.
- Cost effective – return on investment can be achieved with first salvaged roll.
- Durable construction for reliable, long-lasting operation.
- Lightweight, easy to use design provides fast results without any special training.
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Design Features

Nomenclature
1. Handle
2. Relief valve
3. Cast steel jaws
4. Base plate
5. Hydraulic connector
6. Hydraulic pump

Mark I and Mark II Roll Savers